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Liquor license approved for Lourdes
Nick Dircz
\VINONAN
Winona State University's
Lourdes Hall can now legally serve
beer and wine after recently receiving alcohol license approvals from
,Winona's City Council and the state
of Minnesota. The license, which
stipulates that alcohol can be served
only when school is not in session,
will expire this July.
Chartwells,
WSU's
food
provider, will cater the events at
Lourdes, and they are the official
alcohol license owners.
"This has been a very slow, careful process," said Director of
Auxiliary Services John Ferden. "It
is very important for us to uphold
'\ our university's reputation for being
an outstanding school."
According to Ferden, the license
will be used on a "case-by-case
basis," with final approvals for each
event coming from WSU President
',Darrell Krueger.
Ferden said weddings and other
formal events will typically utilize
the license.
"We have had a lot of people
requesting Lourdes for wedding
, receptions," said Ferden.
'Chartwells is simply trying to
build business by offering the
option to have alcoholic beverages
to their catering customers."

"This has been a very
slow, careful process.
It is very important
for us to uphold our
university's
reputation for being
an outstanding
school."
John Ferden
Director of Auxiliary
Services
The catered events will be held
in either Lourdes' main dining hall,
the North Lounge or the South
Lounge.
According to Ferden, a large
portion of the revenue earned from
holding these events will go toward
certain scholarship funds.
Ferden said Chartwells can only
use the license during the summer
months and the winter and spring
breaks.
"This is the only way we would
allow this to happen," said Ferden.
"We want this to be done in extreme
taste and caution."
Since WSU has long since been
considered to be a "dry" campus,
there is some confusion concerning
See Lourdes, Page 2
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Since recently _receiving approval and liquor licenses from the Winona City Council, Lourdes Hall can now legally serve alcohol
while school is not In session.

Rooms in Maxwell Hall to be leased
Missy Teff
WINONAN
With the new library open, Winona State
University's Space Utilization Committee has
found a use for Maxwell Hall, the old library
building.
The committee is now accepting applications from WSU staff and faculty members,
departments and students who would like
temporary use of space in Maxwell Hall until
it can be remodeled.
"The science building is now being given
priority in terms of funding from the state. It
will probably be a few years before there is
money for Maxwell," said Dan Lintin, Space
Utilization Committee chairman. "The
thought was it probably shouldn't sit empty
for that long."
The committee decided to see if anyone

would be interested in space in Maxwell Hall
until money is allocated for remodeling.
Applications are in the Communications
Studies/ Theater and Dance office, Room 215
of the Performing Arts Center.
The packet contains two pages of questions
about the individual or depai tment requesting
the space, how the space will be used, how
secure the area will need to be and which area
is being requested. Five pages of floor maps
detailing areas available are also included
with the packet.
All applications must be submitted to
Lintin by Jan. 31 to be considered.
"So far the response rate has been limited,"
said Lintin.
He said about three applications have been
turned in, and about five applications are still
out there.
"I thought there'd be a bigger initial

response than there has been," said Lintin.
The space may be useful to students looking for meeting spaces or practice areas.
"If a student has a proposal, that proposal
would be looked at just like one from our
staff," said Lintin.
Theater student Mitch Auman is considering applying for space to use for practice with
a theater piece he is working on due to difficulty in finding practice space in the PAC.
"I just stumbled across the application in
the theater office," he said. "I read over the
paperwork but haven't submitted anything
yet."
The committee will look at all applications
in early February. They will make recommendations to WSU President Darrell Krueger
and his cabinet, who will make the final decisions.
"(How many are approved) depends on

how well they can take over space that is
there, as well as what they want and the number of requests," said Lintin.
Lintin said spaces for offices, storage,
classrooms, fitness centers, conference rooms
and general faculty meeting areas have been
suggested. However, city codes limit remodeling that may be needed for these suggestions.
"We can do very limited remodeling
because of fire codes," said Lintin. He said
problems may arise regarding the current fire
sprinkler system.
Facilities Director John Burrows said some
remodeling will be needed before any applicants can move in. If at least one-fourth of the
building is remodeled, the changes will need
to comply with new state building codes.
See Maxwell, Page 2

Temporary director hired for Quad

Former hall director returns to oversee the Quad for spring semester
Raegan Isham
W1NONAN
After being away from Winona
State University for nine years,
Paula Scheevel is excited to be
back. Scheevel began her 102-day
contract as residence hall director
for the Quad Jan. 5, 2000.
Scheevel graduated from WSU
in 1981 and was a university
employee from the fall of 1980 to
January 1991. She served as
Sheehan Hall director the first eight
years while also working as campus
security coordinator from 1981 to
1988. She was assistant dean of students the last two years.
Although Scheevel enjoyed her
job as hall director and security
coordinator, she is excited to have
only one focus now.
"I'm looking forward to the
opportunity to just be a hall director," she said. "It will be nice not to
have to split my time between two
different positions."
The search committee's attempts
to find a new residence hall director
were unsuccessful during the fall,
so the group decided to do an
"emergency hire" for the spring

semester, according to Marc
Spieler, Prentiss-Lucas residence
hall director and member of the
search committee.
"It was too much," said Spieler.
"We were spending so much time
doing other stuff that our staffs
were getting neglected." He said
the Quad staff and facilities were
not getting the attention they needed.
During fall semester a collaborative effort was put together to run
the Quad. Kate Fullmer and Tim
Bougie, the Quad's assistant hall
directors, took on extra duties along
with the rest of the housing staff.
"She's (Scheevel) saving the
other hall directors a tremendous
amount of time," said Spieler.
Fullmer agreed.
"Everything's been under control, and it's been a really positive
experience so far," said Fullmer.
"She's great to work with."
Scheevel said she is im'pressed
with the energy the resident assistants and assistant hall directors put
in to keep the Quad running effectively. She also commended the
efforts of the professional staff.
Spieler is happy with the committee's decision to approach

Lisa M. Sanders/WINONAN

After unsuccessful attempts by a search committee to find a
new permanent residence hall director for the Quad, former
WSU employee Paula Scheevel was hired on a temporary basis.
Scheevel about temporarily taking
over the hall director position.
"We couldn't have asked for
more experience," he said. "We
needed one more person, and Paula
was able to supply us with someone
who didn't need extensive training.
Even in the last week it has been an
enormous relief of duties for us."

Scheevel's duties include administrating the more than 500-person
residence hall, taking care of emergencies, conduct, budgets, overall
supervision of the Quad's R.A.s and
desk staff and serving on committees as requested by the department.
"It's always been really rewarding work for me," Scheevel said

about working with college students.
Scheevel said she spent her first
couple days on the job re-familiarizing herself with the building, getting acquainted with things and the
details of the job.
"It was just a matter of getting
back on track with where everything is," she said.
The hardest part for Scheevel
has been not knowing the students,
but she knows that will change.
"Students have generally been
pretty good about stopping in and
saying hello," said Scheevel.
Scheevel's office is located in
the Quad's main office, and her
office hours are Monday through
Friday 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Scheevel's family moved to
Indianapolis in 1991, where
Scheevel worked as an education
director for a suburban county mental health association. They
returned to Winona five years later.
Scheevel and her husband have two
children and live in Winona.
Spieler said the committee's
intentions are to fill the position of
Quad residence hall director for the
fall of 2000.
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News Briefs
Soul food dinner

The Winona State University Black Cultural Awareness
Association will be holding it's 11th annual Soul Food Dinner
and Play Feb. 12 at 6 p.m. in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko
Commons.
Advanced tickets for the dinner are $15. Only 300 will be sold
and can be purchased at the Cultural Diversity office in Kryzsko
Commons, Room 122. A few tickets may also be available at the
door the night of the performance, but it is recommended to buy
tickets in advance.
The menu for the homemade dinner will include Southern
fried catfish, Southern fried chicken, beef and pork BBC) ribs,
red beans and rice, greens, yams, macaroni with cheese, sweet
potato pie and peach cobbler.
The entertainment for the evening will be the play, "1001
Black Inventions," presented by the Pin Point Theater of
Washington, D.C.
For more information, contact Cecil Adams at 457-5884.
Morris King Udall Scholarship

Nominations for the Morris King Udall Scholarship are being
sought for WSU students in fields related to the environment or
Native American students or Alaska Native students in fields
related to health care or tribal policy.
The scholarship will be awarded in May to students who will
be college juniors or seniors during the 2000-2001 academic
year. Students must be nominated by their institution to be eligible. The deadline for nominations is Feb. 15.
WSU faculty members interested in nominating a student or
students interested in applying for the scholarship can contact
Darrell Downs in Room 117 of Minne Hall or call him at 4575405, fax at 457-2621.

Maxwell

Lourdes

A Smoking cessation class will be offered at WSU Health
Service beginning Jan. 19. The class will meet for four weeks,
each Wednesday from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. If you are serious
about stopping smoking, please call 457-5160 or stop in and
talk to Maureen or Peggy. Class size is limited to 10 students.
T'ai Chi class has openings

A few openings remain in the spring semester T'ai Chi class
at Winona State University. The class is held Monday and
Wednesday evenings, Jan. 10 through May 15, from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
Baheih H. Wilkinson is the instructor for this course, which is
offered through the Adult Continuing Education and Extension
Department (ACEED).
The fee for the course is $75. To register or for more information, call the ACEED office at 457-5080.
Life drawing co-op

Artists and students are invited to participate in the on-going
Life Drawing Co-op on the Winona State University campus
from Jan. 17 through May 18, Mondays from 6:30 to 8 p.m. in
the drawing room of Watkins Hall 210 at King and Winona
streets.
The drawing studio is equipped with easels. Participants
must bring their own paper and drawing tools.
All community members and students are welcome. Sessions
are $2 per session for students and $3 for all other community
members. The Life Drawing Co-op is sponsored by the WSU Art
Department. For more information, contact Anne at 457-5393.
Community education announcements and classes

• Special Olympics coaches are needed for Winona's Unified
Bowling teams. Coaching experience is not required, just an
interest in bowling one-on-one with a Special Olympics Bowling
athlete. Bowling practice will take place with Project COMPASS
Westgate Bowling program beginning Jan. 25 from 5 to 6 p.m.
for six sessions. Regional and state competition will be in March.
Coaches are required to be 18 years of age or older, must
attend a one-hour orientation and must register as a volunteer
with Special Olympics Minnesota. All paperwork can be picked
up at the Community Education office, Room 105A of the
Lincoln Building, 654 Huff St. For more information, contact
Christa Matter at 457-5221 or Helen Newell at 454-9450.
• A beginning Sign Language 1 class is starting. Wendy
Tesmer, a sign language interpreter for the Winona Public
Schools, will be teaching the class which meets Tuesdays from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. starting Jan. 25. The class meets in Room 110
of Winona High School, 901 Gilmore Ave. The cost for the class
is $24. A reference book, The Joy of Signing, can be purchased
for $21.95 at the Community Education office, Room 105A in the
Lincoln Building, 654 Huff St. Contact Helen Newell at 454-9450
for more information.
• The Community Education's Project COMPASS is offering
the class, "Get the Green Light on Your Driver's License," for
those who are preparing to take the Minnesota driver's license
written test. The group will meet for seven sessions, starting
Jan. 24, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Winona High School, 901
Gilmore Ave., Room 110. The cost of the class is $14 and transportation is $14 (if needed). Fee adjustments and scholarships
are available. To register, contact Helen Newell at 454-9450.
• Bridges is a self-help course for people recovering from
mental illness. The ongoing support group will concentrate on
how to construct a meaningful life. Sessions are the first and
third Monday of every month, beginning Jan. 17, from 7 to 9
p.m. There is no cost for the class. Contact facilitators Maxine
Pease at 454-0429 or John Lewis at 454-4652 or Helen Newell
at 454-9450 for more information. This class is sponsored by
NAMI - Winona, MN and Community Education's Project COMPASS.
• The COMPASS ABE (Adult Basic Education) class is ongoing during the school year and is for people with a developmental disability or brain injury who would like to learn to read, write,
do simple math or increase their skills in that area. The class
meets Thursdays from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Room 102 of the
Lincoln Building, 654 Huff St. The class is free and is taught by
Crystal Schroeder. To register or for more information, contact
Helen Newell at 454-9450.

The Winonan accepts all news briefs turned in by Friday
noon. Editors reserve the right to edit for space and content as
they see fit.

Continued from Page 1
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Smoking cessation class

"It just depends on what programs elect to go in there," he said.
"We don't have the money to do
that much remodeling. We're asking the legislature for funding."
Burrows said it will be at least
three to four years before any serious remodeling can start. Security
of the building will also be a concern for any space that is approved.
While many of the smaller
rooms can be locked, the large
spaces on the first, second and third
floors will be impossible to secure
without locking the entire building.

Health Services and North
Central Accreditation, under
Assessment Coordinator Susan
Hatfield's direction, are currently
using sections of Maxwell Hall.
Several faculty offices are also
located in the building.
"Health Services is using some
of the archives space because
they're under such close quarters
the way they are," said Lintin.
"(The other offices) are there
already because we're crunched for
space on campus."
Even
without
remodeling

Burrows said there are no safety
concerns regarding groups moving
into the building.
"There's no greater safety issue
there today than there was when the
library was open six months ago,"
he said.
Planning for the use of Maxwell
Hall after the opening of the new
library started several years ago.
Burrows said the College of
Education, .including daycare, and
the computer science department
will occupy the building after the
more extensive remodeling.

Wellness
Continued from Page 1
Another question being asked is
how the facility will be paid for.
Some schools have charged a student fee for their facilities, while
others charge a membership fee.
Swenson mentioned the facility
could be paid for through student
fees and a membership fee could
continue it, but nothing is definite
yet.
The estimated amount for the
wellness center is $150,000.

Sophomore Mike Daugs thinks
a membership fee would be worth
it.
"A wellness center would be
beneficial to students in general
considering the state of the facilities
we already have," said Daugs. "If
the membership wasn't expensive I
would pay it."
A group of students and faculty
will be formed to look over the
options more carefully.

"This is going to take a lot of
looking into," said Swenson.
Student support for a wellness
center seems to be high.
"I attended UW-Platteville for a
year and a half, and the facilities
here are far inferior to those of
Platteville," said junior Ben
Alberts. "I believe students would
utilize those facilities if they were
available."

student use of the alcohol license.
"I have had no experience with
this type of thing," said Krueger.
"However, I am not signing off on
any student use whatsoever."
According to Ferden, student use
is completely prohibited.
"The license is meant only for
festive occasions. And all alcoholrelated laws apply," he said.
Krueger stressed his concerns.
"I am not very excited about
this," said Krueger. "(The liquor
license) breaks a long tradition set
at our university, and I have no
intentions of allowing main campus
(alcohol license) approval."
Ferden agreed.
"It is unlikely that Chartwells
will have a license to serve alcohol
on the main campus," he said.
"Besides, Lourdes is a perfect place
to hold formal events."
Krueger said, "This has to be
done very carefully. I personally
will look at each event thoroughly
before I give it (final approval)."

Ambaes aders
Applicatiecns for crtecz Ambassadors for
spritff semester, will be available it
the Adgrissiets Office, Segrset 106, em
februarA
ata: are laze baa by
februarA 14.
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Shopping online for textbooks
New Web sites provide today's college students with options in buying books
Bill Radde
WINONAN
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With the growing number of textbook sellers online, students now
have another option when purchasing their books. Some Web sites
hiclude Bigwords, eCampus and Varsitybooks. The advertising
campaigns of these sites attract college students by using wellknown TV personalities, such as Tom Green.

On Dec. 10, Campus Books
across the street from Sheehan Hall
closed its doors to all students
seeking an alternative to the
Winona State University
Bookstore.
The closing would have caused
the WSU Bookstore to have a textbook selling monopoly in Winona.
Fortunately, students have
access to the rapidly growing trend
of purchasing textbooks online.
The National Association of
College Stores estimates the total
number of annual sales of textbooks to be $5 billion.
Consequently, Internet textbook
selling companies having been popping up all over the World Wide
Web.
One
Internet
site
is
Bigwords.com . In 1998, it became
the first online bookstore to sell and
rent new and used books to college
students across the nation.
Bigwords offers up to 40 percent
savings on orders and offers free
shipping within five to eight business days.
"The company was created for
the benefit of college students,"
said Bigwords Vice President of
Marketing John Bates in an article
in the University of CaliforniaDavis online newspaper.
Such
companies
as
Varsitybooks.com , eCampus.com
and Bigwords have participated in
large televised commercial campaigns. All the commercials have a

"While I searched
online I found half of
my books were not
available, and 'I can
still purchase used
books at the WSU
bookstore cheaper
than the discounts
offered online."
Rachael Ward
WSU sophomore
comic appeal that attract college
viewers.
"After seeing the commercials
on TV with Tom Green for
Bigwords.com , I compared WSU
Bookstore prices with those
online," said freshman Cabrina
Lake. "The book I searched for was
$2 more online than at the bookstore. The advantage of purchasing
at the bookstore is that I can walk
home with the book."
Theoretically, the benefit of
online shopping is never having to
step foot into the bookstore.
"Having the benefit of a middlesized university, the wait of the
lines at the WSU Bookstore are not
very long," said sophomore
Rachael Ward. "It's not an inconvenience of time."
Online shopping varies for each
individual student. Some students
benefit greatly through the interactive service, while others fare better
at the bookstore.
"While I searched online I found

half of my books were not available, and I can still purchase used
books at the WSU Bookstore
cheaper than the discounts offered
online," said Ward.
Regarding competition, Bates
said, "It is not the intention of
Bigwords to put campus bookstores
out of business."
College students today have
many different opportunities for
purchasing textbooks. Some students choose to purchase books
from other students.
"At textbooks.com and efollett.com I could save a total of $35
online over WSU Bookstore
prices," said freshman Brandon
Bertsinger. "Yet, purchasing
through other students is my preferred method because I save
money, and students profit more as
opposed to selling the books back
online or at the WSU Bookstore."
Sophomore Stephen Bobrowski
said, "The revenue the Winona
State University Bookstore
receives goes back to the university
and, ultimately, back to the students. This keeps money in the
hands of the university instead of a
private company."
Some students don't trust
today's high-tech superhighway.
"I'm hesitant to purchase textbooks online," said freshman
Amanda Rodewald. "I don't trust
buying over the Internet."
To address students' concerns of
security, most sites offer a secure
Web site in addition to an extra
guarantee in case a credit card
number is stolen.
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Sprint Break

Spring Break '00
Cancun, Mazatlan or Jamaica From
$399
Reps wanted!
Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!!
Info: Call 1-800-466-8355
www.sunbreaks.com

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak
"2000". ALL destinations offered. Trip
Participants, Student Orgs & Campus
Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous Parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

Spring Break to Mazatlan Mexico.
Air/7 nights hotel/ free nightly beer
parties/ discounts. Guaranteed
flights, hotels ideally situated.

#1 Spring Break 2000
Cancun, Mazatlan, Acapulco,
Jamaica & South Padre. Reliable
TWA flights. FREE VIP PassportBOOK NOW!
1.800.SURFS.UP
www.studentexpress.com

Call now-we'll beat any comparable offer.
Mazatlan Express
(800) 366-4786 or (612)893-9679.
www.mazexp.com

Spring Break 2000
The Mazatlan Millenniumparty is here
and it's HOT! RT-Air, 7 nights hotel,
transfers, FREE drink parties. Don't
miss this one, space is selling fast.
Call for brochures & information
1-800-461-4607
(www.paradisetours.com )

SPRING BREAK SUPER SALE!!!
Cancun* Jamaica* Nassau
Save $50 on Second Semester
Blowout!
Call Now!!!!!
800-293-1443
www.StudentCity.com
GO LOCO IN ACAPULCO
for Spring Break 2000 with
Bianchi-Rossi Tours
Acaculpo's #1 Spring Break
Company!
Leave the High Prices in Cancun &
the High School crowds in Mazatlan!
We are Acapulco!

Call 800-875-4525
www.bianchi-rossi.com .
TRAVEL FREE-ask how!

,

USA Student Travel
Honest & Largest Company
Mazatlan Air + Hotel $399/ Off
Beach
$529/ On Beach. Minneapolis/
Chicago departures. Guaranteed
100% Lowest Price. MTV
Recommendation. FREE parties,
beach events, discounts.
Visa/MC/Discover.
Call Toll-Free (877) 633-2386
Email: gotomexico@hotmail.com/
www.BestSpringBreak.com

MAZATLAN & CANCUN SPRING
BREAK from $369.00
Includes 14 Free meals & 23 Hours
of Free Drinks. We've been taking
students for 32 years. Want to
Travel Free, Ask How!
Call Free 800-395-4896
www.collegetours.com

Mis c.
HOW DOES $800NVEEK EXTRA
INCOME sound to you? Amazingly,
profitable opportunity. Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., PMB-N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
Free CD of cool indie music when you
register at mybytes.com .
The ultimate website for your
college needs.

Employment
Need a great job that allows you
to work around your class schedule?
Drive School Bus
approximate times 7:00 am- 8:15
am & 2:45 pm- 4:00 pm. Pay
based on $14 per/hr, plus bonus.
Morning, afternoon or all day
routes. Apply now!
Call Phillips Bus Service
454-5677
ask for Jeff

SUMMER IN CHICAGO
Child care and Light Housekeeping
for suburban Chicago families.
Responsible, loving, non smoker
Call Northfield Nannies
847-501-5354

For Rent
HOMESHARE-2nd Semester
Live in a private home, save $$$. You
have a bedroom, usually share a
kitchen, living areas. Util.incld. Most
available now!
•FREE! Dad offers rm, brd, small
salary for female to live in, provide
childcare for daughter, age 9. 5
days/week, 4pm-11 pm flex. substit.avail
for holiday brks 4 wks on 2 wks off.
.$100. Single parent needs help
acreage 9 mi west of Winona. 3-5
hrs/wk. indoor/outdoor work.
• $25. Disabled lady needs someone to
stay nights for security, some housework-on busline by Lourdes.
• $100. Senior lady offers sep.bdroom,
bth, living area downstairs, in exchange
for light housework, cooking. Quiet
house, 2 mi from city center on busline
• $120. Upstairs room in senior lady's
home. 12 blks from city center-on
busline-no chores.
For more info.
CALL Barbara at HomeShare:
(507) 453-9666 ext 2.

To Place an Ad in
The Winonan
contact Jess or Amy in
the Winonan Office at
457-5677

Spring
Break is coming up!
Its time to start working off
those beer guts boys!
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WSU reviews
general
education
requirements
Julie Hawker
WINONAN

Changing times call for changes
in the order of things, which is why
Winona State University is looking
into revising its general education
requirements.
Revision plans were started as
early as five years ago, when faculty thought it was important to
update and revise the existing
requirements due to several factors.
This includes new technology that
needs to be integrated into the university's requirements. Also, new
faculty have arrived, bringing with
them new ideas and voices.
One suggestion is to integrate
basic skills, such as writing, into
classes for each specific major as a
way to alleviate the separation of
general education requirements
from the students' major requirements.
"It's a better way to integrate
general education into each student's major," said Dr. Kerry
Williams, psychology department
chairperson and University Studies
program director.
The requirement changes were
put on the back burner for some
time due to the shift from quarters
to semesters.
The changes in requirements are
minor. The mission behind general
education requirements will still be
to "develop basic skills, introduce
key societal values, introduce a student to new subject areas, expand a
student's knowledge of familiar

•

subjects and help a student explore
new disciplines in which he/she
may have special interests and aptitudes," as explained in the WSU
catalog.
Some of the current requirements of basic skills, humanities,
natural sciences, social sciences
and different culture, may be
changed to include such sub-categories as unity and diversity classes.
"The university is trying to make
its expectations more explicit," said
Williams.
According to Williams, the
change is a natural evolution of factors that have come about in recent
years. Current students don't have
anything to worry about with these
new changes. The new requirements are still being worked out
and won't go into effect in the near
future, and certainly not for students enrolled at this time. Current
students are responsible for completing the requirements in effect
when they began classes at WSU.
They would not have to go back
and take added general education
requirements, even if changes were
implemented during their college
career.
The requirements were discussed at the Nov. 17 student senate
meeting, and a fair amount of work
is in store before anything can be
implemented. The student body
will remain informed about the
progress of the new changes in
requirements.

University
plans
Italy trip
Jen Selby
WINONAN

The Winona State University
Alumni Association is sponsoring a
trip to Italy in June. Twenty-two
faculty, staff, alumni, students ant,
friends of the university have
signed up to spend nine days touring the country.
Dave Kulas of the computer science department is coordinating the
trip with long-time friend and fel•
low alumni Shirley Hodgson Hill.
Kulas and Hill have traveled
together extensively. Between
them, the two have visited all 50
states and more than 45 countries.
They've seen all of Europe's major
museums and tourist attractions.
They will bring a lot of knowledge
and background to the trip.
The group will visit Rome,
Florence, Pisa, Venice, Assissi and
the Siena/Tuscany region. Kulas
said he is looking forward to seeing,
Siena again.
"It's really pretty. It hasn't
changed in 200 to 300 years," he
said.
It will be Kulas' first visit to
Assissi since the major earthquake
in August 1997.
"They said they've cleaned it up
and fixed it up," said Kulas.
There are still spots available on
the trip. There is one male and one
female looking for roommates to
avoid paying a single-room fee.
The trip costs approximately
$1,500 per person for transportation, hotel, tour guides and some
meals.
The Alumni Association also
sponsored a trip to Greece, Turkey
and Egypt last June and will be
hosting two golf outings this June.
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Little Caesars Pizza

Spring semester is here
and you still don't have a job!?!
Well, This is your lucky day!!!

The Winonon Is hiring for the following positions:
news reporters
Sports reporters

Feature columnists

Reviewers

Editorial columnists

Feature writers

Copy editors

Winona Mall CRAZY BREAD
PLUS SAUCE!
1201
Gilmore
452-8752

Photographers

1 49

Winona
enema

SMALL

Any Given Sunday(R)

Sat. & Sun, Mon. 12:45, 2:45,
4:45 PM
Tue-Thur. Twilghts 4:45 PM
Evenings 7:00, 9:00 PM

99
Er VIVII IIV V V V YV V VV VV •v v.' ,

The Green Mile (RI

Down To You

(PG-13)

Sat. & Sun, Mon. 12:50, 2:50,
4:50 PM
Tue-Thur. Twilights 4:50 PM
Evenings 7:10, 9:00 PM

Stuart Little (PG)
Sat. & Sun, Mon. 12:30,2:40,
4:50 PM
Tue-Thur. Twilights 4:50 PM
Evenings 7:15, 9:10 PM_

Seat $3.75 before 6:00 PM
PLay Dates:
1-21to 1-27

Winona Cinema 7 -`)
70 Wost

2nd

Movie Hotline
4 52-41 72

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 Service Dr. Winona, MN (507) 452-8202

Buy Any Entree for
Regular Menu Price, Get
the Second (of equal or
lesser value )
HALF PRICE I I I
The above special not good in conjunction with any other
coupon special. -

4

4

4
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41•
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EXTRA TOPPINGS $1.15 ERCH!

99

PLUS TRH
EXPIRES
1-26-00

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

Sat. & Sun, Mon. 12:45, 4:15 PM
Tue-Thur. Twilghts 4:15 PM_
Evenings 7:45 PM

PIZZA!

EXTRA TOPPINGS 75c EACH!

Galaxy Quest (PG)

(PG-13)

ONE TOPPING

PIZZA!

(RI

Sat. & Sun, Mon. 12:30, 4:30 PM!
Tue-Thur. Twilights 4:30 PM
Evenings 7:00, 9:20 PM

Supernova

1-26-00

1 MEDIUM

ONE TOPPING

Sat. & Sun, Mon. 1:00, 4:30 PM
Tue-Thur. Twilights 4:30 PM
Evenings 8:00 PM

Sat. & Sun, Mon. 1:00, 3:00,
5:00 PM
Tue-Thur. Twilights 5:00 PM
Evenings 7:15, 9:15 PM

CARRYOUT
PLUS TRX
EXPIRES

LIMITED DELIVERY HUR LILABLE RFTER 4:00PM-'
DRILY!
r

('inern.a Entertainment.Corli

Girl Interrupted

19, 2000

L

LARGE

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

.1

MEDIUM PIZZA!
ONE TOPPING
PLUS
CRAZY BREAD

ONE TOPPING

PIZZA!

EXTRA TOPPINGS 75c EACH!

99

PLUS TRH
EXPIRES
1-26-00

CRRZY SAUCE 50c EXTRA!

49

PLUS TRH
EXPIRES
1-26-00

PLUS TRH

EHPIRES
1-26-00

I

I
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PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

a a.

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY
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When you're broke, you look at things in a whole new way.
So for textbooks and stuff, hit ecampus.com . You'll save up to 50%. And shipping's always free.

eCalliplIS,com

Textbooks & Stuff. Cheap.
Win a trip to Jamaica for Spring Break. No purchase necessary. Sweepstakes begins 01/03/00 and ends 02/17/00. Open to US residents, 18 years and older. Void where
prohibited. For details see Official Rules
on www.ecampus.com or send a self addressed stamped envelope by 02/10/00 to: c/o Rolling Stone Spring Break, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, NY, NY 10104.
(WA and VT residents may omit return postage.
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Letters to
the Editor
Former WSU professor suggests
universal ethics to eliminate
insanity in new millennium
The following letter is excerpted
from the last article Winona State
University professor emeritus Brice
Wilkinson wrote after 36 years of
university teaching. It was published in India as the last page of an
article titled "Ending Ages of
Insanity: A Theoretical Approach."
Dear Editor,
Suggested Universal Ecumenical
Ethic 1: All possible ways us living
love by treating ourselves, all others
and all environments with dignity
and respect always; internally,
externally and eternally.
Suggested Universal Ecumenical
Ethic 2: I love you, I need you, thou
art a particle of the infinite, all are
particles of fhe infinite, thy will be
done if it be the will of the infinite,
but may the will of the infinite be
done in the eternal and infinite universe.
Suggested Universal Ecumenical
Ethic 3: I love the infinite Universal
Creator, if such exists, and I choose
to believe such exists (or I choose
not to believe such exists) may I do
thy will by living and seeking a life
of purity (or may I live and seek a
life of purity seeking to do the best
I can to do that which is right and
just).
Suggested Universal Ecumenical
Ethic 4: May every day be one of
renewal where I seek peace of mind,
body and purity of spirit where I
may live in the world but not be of
the world.
These are examples of Universal
Ecumenical Ethics that are needed
to end this planet's age of insanity.

May we all seek to become energies like the fresh waters of a spring
that flow out each day and are muddied but at the_ ir source each day
they are pure, may we seek such
pureness. BecOme therefore pure
one might say just as the infinite all
around is pure.
We are created in the image of
the infinite energy source, as energy
of finite particles in the infinite universe. May we seek the purity to
become fearless (never foolish)
impeccable warriors seeking to do
the will of the infinite if such exists
and so wills. Regardless of such
existence or, will, may we always be
seeking after a righteous life where
all humankind may enjoy health,
happiness, peace and prosperity in a
new climate of universal renewal as
we awaken to new ages of sanity.
These Universal Ecumenical
Ethics are simple and yet profound.
They can transcend and transform
racism, nationalism, cultural boundaries and can easily be superimposed on any religion or philosophical belief system.
They do not change that which
exists. They bring new life to old
standards, they are like new batteries for those that need to be
replaced. The old battery of universal ideas are spent and no longer can
do the job. We as the beacons of the
future can bring new light and energy for the survival of the planet and
humankind.
Brice J. Wilkinson
professor emeritus
Winona State University

Gore has alterior motives in
supporting Cuban boy's stay
hen presidential candidate Al Gore said he
TIM
believes 6-year-old
Cuban immigrant Elian Gonzalez
MILLER
should be able to stay in the United
States with his relatives, I wanted to
Editorial
puke. Gore is obviously looking for
votes in southern Florida and figured Columnist
that this might be a good way to persuade them.
Well picture this, Al: You live in
Cuba. Your wife decides to take one of your very pretty daughters to the
United States behind your back. She dies on the way, but your in-laws are
saying that your daughter is staying in the United States. Does that seem
fair?
Now I'm a long ways from becoming a father, but if I were in that position, I would feel that I got screwed. It's only right that the father has the
first rights to his child if the mother dies no matter what kind of politics
your country practices.
I'm not trying to be insensitive to this child's situation. After all, he has
the chance to have a better life in the United States. If he lives here, he'll
go to school and, if he chooses, he'll have the chance to start his own business when he gets older (seeing that everything is government owned in
Cuba). But mostly, he will get the chance to live a normal life like most
stereotypical children, right? I don't think so.
Think about this. When young Elian got an all-expense-paid trip to Walt
Disney World, he didn't exactly have a normal experience. An entourage of
about 30 people, which included security guards and journalists, followed
him around all day. Heck, he didn't even have to wait in lines. He got to go
right to the front of the line for any ride he wanted to go on. It's been said
that when he rode Cinderella's carousel everybody started to chant Elian's
name.
This child is already a celebrity at 6 years old. And all he did was try to
sneak into the country, illegally might I add.
As long as Elian is in this country, he will not have a normal childhood.
There will always be somebody keeping an eye on this kid. If he does something wrong, the media will find out, and everybody will know about it.
Janet Reno is doing the right thing by sending this child back. Is it worth
it for the United States to flex its muscles to Cuba over a 6-year-old boy?
No. Why make a big deal out of it? Why make things worse between the
U.S. and Cuba? Should we take-in every child that that comes across the
Caribbean Sea?
The boy needs to be with his father. Yes, we might not agree with Cuba's
practices. His life might go on to be not so great. But his father is willing to
take him in. You have to go to the birthparents on this one. I also think it's
important to be optimistic that young Elian could be OK. It's not as if Cuba
is going to torture this child. .
Hence, when Al says he believes the child should stay with his relatives,
it tells me that he is thinking about himself. It tells me he is not as much of
a family man as he says he is.
Good luck Al. You now need more of it than ever.
Pm Miller is an editorial columnist for the Winonan and can be reached
via e-mail at kumbatim@yahoo.com .

Boy Scouts sending wrong message
"On my honor I will do niy best INIMMIIIMI■MINI■111 morally straight."
To do my duty to God and my
The notion that Scout
I<ATE
Country and to obey the Scout Law;
members should be
To help other people at all times;
"morally straight" is
SCHOTT
To keep myself physically strong,
indeed found in the Boy
mentally awake, and morally
Scout Oath. It is also
straight."
interpreted
on the U.S.
News
The Boy Scout Oath
Scouting Service Project
Editor
used to wonder what or who
Web page: As a "morally
caused discrimination. I think I'm
straight" person, you are
starting to get a clearer picture:
"of strong character,
It's everywhere.
•your relationships with others should be honest
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the and open. You should respect and defend the
Supreme Court case to be heard in April. This rights of all people. Be clean in your speech and
case will determine whether or not the Boy actions, and remain faithful to your religious
Scouts of America can ban gay boys and men beliefs. The values you practice as a Scout will
from being'membetvalt&traop leaders.
help you shape a life of v#ttie andselfl-eliince"According"to7 -th-e 4EWiteitifiline news page,
You should respect an defend the rights of all
James Dale had his scoutmaster position revoked people. It's in the Scouts' own definition of the
in 1990 because he was gay. New Jersey's high- term, yet they are bending over backward not to
est court ruled last year that denying homosexual respect all people. They are saying homosexuals
men the right to membership violated a state law aren't worthy of their membership.
that bans discrimination in public places. The
What fuels this idea? It's fear. Fear of a gay
Scouts contend the state law violates their rights leader molesting young boys. Fear of him making
of free speech and free association guaranteed by other boys gay. Fear of something we are uncomthe First Amendment.
fortable with. Fear of the unknown causes us to
The Scouts' lawyer, George A. Davidson, said pull back when we should push forward. Forget
homosexual conduct is not moral. He went on to the statistics that say homosexual men are actualsay, "Boy Scouting is really all about sending ly less likely to be pedophiles. Forget the fact that
messages. The message is that you should be homosexuality isn't something that's passed

I

around like a virus. Forget the fact that these are
human beings.
The oath also mentions serving God, which is
defined as "your duty to God by following the
wisdom of those teachings every day and by
respecting and defending the rights of others to
practice their own beliefs." I'm comfortable
enough in my relationship with God to think He
would agree with that. I'm reminded of a parable
about not pointing out a sliver in your neighbors'
eye while ignoring the log in your own.
The Scouts are ignoring the log in their eye.
Homosexuals are practicing their own beliefs.
Whether or not the Scouts agree with those",
beliefs is irrelevant. As their oath states, they
should be respecting them.
,.F4,31qoy Scouts are about sending messages. - .
What a message they could send here. Hatred and
discrimination are learned. The only way to eliminate them is through education. The Boy Scouts
of America are letting a -golden opportunity pass 'T
them by. At this moment, they could be teaching
thousands of young boys, the future leaders of
our country, to respect all people. Instead, they
are reinforcing stereotypes and teaching another
generation of children to hate.
Kate Schott is the news editor for the Winonan
and can be reached via campus e-mail at
kschott81.50.
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Fatigue costs WSU gymnasts
Tired Warriors suffer
first losses at McCown
Gymnasium since 1996
Jason Schulte
WINONAN

Lisa M. Sanders/WiNoNAN

Winona State University's Justin Treptow (left) drives to the
basket as the University of Minnesota-Duluth's Jason
Schneeweis applies some defense Saturday at McCown
Gymnasium. WSU defeated the Bulldogs 92-90.

It had been four years since the Winona State
University gymnastics team had suffered a home loss,
and chances were the streak would continue with
NCAA Division HI Gustavus Adolphus coming to
town Jan. 12.
However, the Warriors were less than 100 percent
and the Gusties came into McCown Gymnasium and
left with the 175.950-172.350 victory.
Then on Saturday Division I Southeast Missouri
State got the best of WSU as they defeated the Warriors
185.975-174.325.
Gustavus-Adolphus
The injury list for the Warriors was long. Freshman
Alanna Killian broke her leg in the season opening
meet at Northern Illinois University. Sophomores
Meghan Goff, bum heel, and Susan Ashrafzadeh-Kian,
a recurring problem with a tendon in her foot, were
also less than 100 percent.
In fact, Goff competed in only one event — uneven
parallel bars — while Kian didn't compete.
In addition, in warm-ups, junior all-around competitor Megan Bondeson was pulled as she developed flulike symptoms.
"It's unfortunate Winona was injured," said
Gustavus coach Jerry Connolly. "When healthy, we
know how good they are."
Gustavus pulled out victories in each apparatus with
the biggest margin on floor (43.7 to 42.4).
"Overall, we're very happy with our performance,"

said Connolly. "I thought we struggled on the floor and
bars, but I was very impressed with our beam and
vault."
Gustie Katie Kortuem won the balance beam and
vault along with the uneven parallel bars. She won the
all-around by five-tenths of a point.
"She was the Division III National Champion in the
all-around, vault and beam," said Connolly.
Second behind Kortuem in the all-around was
Warrior Mamie Brys.
"(Brys) had a very good day for us," said WSU cock
Rob Murray. "She again was our top all-around. She
has shown great leadership and has put out a great
effort so far.
"It was tough to take the loss. (The team) didn't take
it lying down and I respect that about them. This was a
type of a meet that will make us a lot stronger team
down the road."
Southeast Missouri State
"Our bars performance just rocked," said Otahkians
coach Patty Stotzheim. "They left a lot of room for
improvement in that area last week and came through
with one of the best performances all year."
SE Missouri State scored a 47.5 on bars compared
to the Warriors' 41.925.
To put it more in perspective, the Otahkians didn't
count a score lower than a 9.05, while WSU's highest
score was an 8.70 by Megan Bondeson.
"We're weak and very tired," said Murray. "A good
thing is that we don't have three meets in one week
until the end of the season.
"This team gave all they had on tired legs."
The only Warriors to crack the top three on each
apparatus were Sara Trofka on the floor (9.3) and
Kassy Kroening on the balance beam (9.2).
"Sara was very impressive," said Murray. "She was
only cleared for full participation a week ago and has
been there to pick up the slack."
See Gymnasts, Page 9

Lisa M. Sanders/WrNoNAN

Winona State University's
Mandi Beffert competes on
the bars during the Warriors'
Jan. 12 meet with GustavusAdolphus in McCown
Gynmnasium.

Schlaak's last
second heroics Miller and Soland reach 1,000
bail out WSU
Point taken:

Jason Schulte
WINONAN

Last year's battle between the Winona State University men's basketball team and the University of Minnesota-Duluth at McCown
Gymnasium went down to the last second when the Warriors won on
two late free throws.
Saturday the two teams met again with the same results.
Behind a pair of free throws from junior forward Kyle Schlaak the
Warriors pulled out a 92-90 Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference.
The win was the Warriors' seventh straight in the NSIC as they
improved to 7-0 in conference play.
The score was tied at 90 with 1 minute, 46 seconds remaining after
Bulldogs' forward Jason Schneeweis made a pair of free throws.
Both teams had chances to take the lead as the clock ticked away,
Lit it was the Warriors (10-5 overall) that had the last chance to break
the tie.
Justin Treptow attempted a baseline jumper, with :03 seconds
remaining, that was high off the rim. Schlaak tried for the tip-in basket
and was fouled by Josh Quigley as time expired.
Treptow scored a game-high 30 points and pulled down 10
ri;bounds.
He led an outstanding Warriors' effort from the free-throw line as
he connected on 7 of 8 attempts.
As a team the Warriors were 18-for-21 from the line.
Schlaak had 17 points, eight rebounds and seven assists for WSU.
He was also a perfect 7 of 7 from the free-throw line.
Lance Meincke finished with 13 points and Brian Puls chipped in
12 off the bench for the Warriors.
Filling in for the injured WSU point-guard Drew Carty, Jamie
Carrier dished out seven assists, while committing only two turnovers
in 34 minutes of action.
As a team, the Warriors shot 50 percent from the field (33-66) and
.-7,ut-rebounded UM-D 36-26.
The Bulldogs were even better from the field, shooting 57 percent
(28-49).
Quigley, the reigning NSIC Conference Player of the Year, finished
with 25 points on 10 of 14 shooting from the field.
Mark Thomson added 22 points for UM-D (4-3 NSIC, 7-11 over-11) .
Chris Stanley hit 4 of 8 3-pointers to finish with 15 points for the
Bulldogs while Marcus Jackson netted 10.
WSU is on the road Friday against the University of MinnesotaMorris and again on Saturday versus Northern State University.
Last year, in the regular season finale, the Wolves routed WSU 9979 at Northern to advance to the NCAA Division II National
Tournament.

Jeanelle Soland and Lesley
Miller have had many highlights
during their three plus years for
the Winona State University
women's basketball team.
However, their biggest highlight may surprise people.
"Singing the national anthem
before the first game of the
Jefferson's Classic last year is
something we'll never forget,"
said Miller.
On Jan. 7 and 8, both Miller
and Soland accomplished something that will probably rank
higher than singing the National
Anthem: They became the sixth
and seventh players to reach the
1,000th point mark in the history
of WSU women's basketball.
"I wish I would have gotten it
in high school," said Soland, a
senior from North St. Paul. "I
never thought about reaching
(1,000) when I got here. All I
wanted was an opportunity to go
and play and not have a role sitting on the bench."
Miller, a senior from Hastings,
Minn., began her career coming
off the WSU bench.
"I didn't play much my freshman year, so I never thought I
would ever get it," said Miller.
Soland scored her 1,000th
point against MinnesotaCrookston Jan. 7 while Miller
reached the figure the next night
against Moorhead State.
"I didn't think I had it and I
was stunned when I found out,"
said Soland. "I wish I would have
known how close I was, because
all I could think was I screwed
up. We thought it would have
been funny to reach 1,000th on
the same night since the two of us
hang out together."
The relationship between the

"... We thought it
would have been
funny to reach 1,000
(points) on the same
night since the two
of us hang out
together."

Jeanelle Soland
WSU senior guard
two goes back to high school.
"We played against each other
four times in our last two years,"
said Soland.
"We won all four meetings,"
said Miller.
"We lost because the refs blew
the game," said Soland.
Miller said the adjustment to
college basketball was difficult.
"Coming in, we knew the proBrad Arnold/WINONAN
gram was struggling," she said. "It
Lesley
Miller
(left)
and
Jeanelle
Soland
were
presented
with
was a big change and it took
the
gameballs
and
videos
from
their
1,000
point
perforawhile getting used to. The pace of
mances during halftime of the WSU men's basketball game
play in college was faster and
Saturday
at McCown Gymnasium.
more intense."
Soland offered a different take.
realize what we have to work on."
the best relating to basketball.
"A college team is filled with
During their sophomore year,
"We've had great team chemgood players, while high school
the off-court friendship increased.
istry," she said. "Everyone's had a
might only have three or four," she
"We shared a small room on
big year and we enjoy playing
said. "Here, everybody knows our
campus along with Raegan
with everybody. It's great that
skills which they picked up on me
(Isham)," said Soland. "We startwe've been winning and have a
and Lesley at the end of our sophoed spending time together and our
realistic chance to do something
more year."
schedules were the same. Our
down the road."
Both were named all-Northern
personalities clicked and we
Especially Soland, who's
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
enjoy nearly the same things.
returned to form after last year
performers in their sophomore sea"As a result, we worked
which, was forgettable.
sons and as a result, both had diffitogether well on the court because
"I lost a lot of confidence and
culties last year.
• we're roommates and best
started to feel a lot of negativity,"
"Our junior year everybody
friends."
she said. "This year, the confiknew what the two of us could
A point with which Miller
dence has returned and we have
do," said Miller. "We didn't meet
agreed.
better people around. Since it's
expectations last year and we're
"Our sophomore year the two
our senior season, I figured we
learning from that. The chemistry
of us just clicked on the court,"
have nothing to lose.
was not very good last year.
she said. "We always play well
"This year teams can't focus
Coming off a good season was
together because we know each
on me and Lesley. There's also
hard because you put more presother's 'strength and weaknesses."
sure on yourself (This year) we
Miller said this year has been
See 1,000, Page 9

Quotts of tho Woek
"That was the toughest
offense I ever faced."
— Vikings' cornerback Jimmy Hitchcock
on the St. Louis Rams offense after
the Vikings 49-37 loss Sunday.

"We did a lot of good things, we
just didn't do a lot of good
things long enough."
— WSU women's basketball coach Terri
Sheridan following Saturday's loss to UM-D.

Winona Scoreboard
Men's basketball
Gymnastics
WSU 68, Bemidji State 49 G-A
175.950
WSU 92, UM-Duluth 90
WSU
172.350
Women's basketball
SEMO St. 185.975
WSU 71, Bemidji State 55 WSU
174.325
UM-Duluth 85, WSU 68

WINONAN
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Warrior women split weekend games
Jason Schulte and
Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

The Winona State University
women's basketball team had an up
and down weekend as it defeated
Bemidji State University 71-55
Friday but fell to Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference leading
the University of Minnesota-Duluth
85-69 Saturday.

WSU drops Beavers
The Bemidji State University
women's basketball team gave
WSU its two most disappointing
losses last year, and Friday was the
first chance for revenge for the
Warriors.
The Warriors didn't let the
chance slip through their fingers.
"It was pretty hard to take those
two losses last year since we had a
better record than them," said junior
post player Amanda Brown.
Brown did her part Friday scoring 15 points, hauling down 12
rebounds, dishing out six assists
and contributing five blocked shots.
The key to the game was the
defense on Beaver Erin Walker,
WSU coach Terri Sheridan said.
Walker, who killed the Warriors
in both meetings last year, was held
to 4 of 13 shooting from the field
and nine points — seven of which
came before halftime.
"Nicole Reisner and Stacey
Mills did a great job on her," said
Sheridan.
Bemidji went to intermission
with a 32-30 lead, which was their
last lead of the game. WSU started
the half with an 11-2 run over the
first five minutes.
"The first five minutes of the

second half was the turning point,"
said Sheridan. "We didn't change
anything offensively, we started to
make shots."
The Warriors shot nearly 49 percent (17-35) from the floor in the
second half, while BSU was 8 of 31
(26 percent).
"Our offense couldn't respond in
the second half," said BSU coach
Doreen Zierer. "Erin (Walker) did
have a tough night from the perimeter, but we got nothing from our
post players. That was the difference in the ballgame."
The Beavers played only seven
players and four of their five
starters played 38 or more minutes.
"That's our one weakness right
now," said Zierer. "We don't have a
good bench and that's as far as we
can go. It's the way we've played
for a while. Our average is nearly
45 percent from the floor and we
end up shooting 31 percent
(tonight). Our strength is our
perimeter game and the ball didn't
go in."
With the win, the Warriors
reached 10 wins for the ninth time
in the program's history and the
fourth time in Sheridan's tenure.
Peggy Moran had a game-high
17 points for BSU. Elizabeth
Sievert tossed in 14 points and
Jennifer Ohme finished with 12.
Lesley Miller led WSU with 16
points, 14 rebounds, three assists
and three steals. Forward Nicole
Reisner scored 12 points and
Jeanelle Soland netted 11 — all in
the second half.

UM-D defeats WSU, again
Jan. 20, 1979.
That was the last time the
Warriors have defeated the
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Winona State University freshman guard Karen Darveaux (30)
stalks Bemidji State guard Jennifer Ohme as she dribbles up
the court during Friday's game at McCown Gymnasium.

Bulldogs.
A streak that extends over 44
games.
Saturday UM-D upped the streak
to 45 consecutive games as it
outscored WSU 41-22 in the second
half en route to a win over the
Warriors.
However, the Bulldogs victory
wasn't as easy as in years past.
WSU opened the game on an 185 run and held a lead of 42-30 with
just over 4 minutes remaining in the
first half.
In the next 4:00 UM-D
outscored the Warriors 14-5 to close
within three points at halftime.
"We knew Winona would come
out fast," said Bulldogs coach
Karen Stromme. "They had us back
on our heels."

PEERS

But the momentum UM-D had
built to close out the first half carried over into the second half as it
used an 19-0 run to springboard to a
69-56 lead.
From there the Bulldogs (7-0
NISC, 12-3 overall) never looked
back.
"We did a good job of taking
what was given to us," said
Stromme.
Sue Fiero led seven UM-D players in double figures as she scored
14 points.
Kate Madrinich, Mary Barker
and Jamie Bell tossed in 13, while
Laura Hanson netted 12 and Susan
Anderson and Kim Toewe contributed 10.
"Consistency is our number one
See WSU women, Page 9

252 E. 3rd Street
Winona MN 55987
507-454-1055

WSU men
cage Beavers
Meincke becomes WSU
all-time leader in 3-pointers
in a 68-49 Warriors victory
For the second straight game, the
Winona State University men's basketball team won a Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference game
with its defense.
Friday at McCown Gymnasium,
the Warriors' opponent, Bemidji
State University, shot less than 30
percent from the field for the game
and lost 68-49 to WSU.
The Warriors had four players in
double figures led by Lance
Meincke's 18 points.
During the first half, Meincke
became the all-time school record
holder (217) in 3-pointers made.
Kyle Schlaak added 15 points,
six rebounds and five steals. Justin
Treptow tossed in 10 points and

Saturday January 29
Piano Bar with Scott
5-7 & 9-12

Superbowl Sunday:
Pre-Game Karaoke
1 1-3
Prizes & Food
All day & night!!
OOBODY 00ES OPRING OREAKS ()ETTER!

seven rebounds and Brian Puls had
a perfect night from the field, 2 of
2 from 3-point range and 4 of 4
from the free-throw line, to finish
with 10 points.
WSU led 32-22 at halftime.
Greg Halbert's 12 points off the
bench led the Beavers.
Mac Smith added 10 and Larry
Smith and Chad Nelson both finished with six.
WSU shot 45 percent (10-22)
from the field in the second half
compared to the Beavers 8 of 32 or
25 percent.
BSU shot only 19 percent from
3-point range, while the Warriors
were 45 percent (8-18).
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Master of Arts in
Occupational Therapy
• Small program with individual attention
• High percentage of applicants accepted
• Theory integrated with community involvement
• Faculty offer extensive and diverse
clinical experience
• Applied research opportunities
• Nationwide fieldwork placement

Application deadline for Fall 2000
is January 31, 2000
For more information contact:
Occupational Therapy Admissions
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Live Music
All This

Weekend!

Jake Donze
Fri., Jan. 21

Eric Sorenson
Sat., Jan. 22

All Shows Begin @ 8:3o pm
LIVE
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with "The Bernadots" on Kage 1380 am
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Gymnasts

Continued from Page 7
'I'Amanda (Brown) along with
(Nicole) Reisner. Karen
Darveaux and Raegan also pick
us up and give us enthusiasm off
the bench. Our team is pretty hard
to stop."
What their coach admires
about Soland and Miller could be
surprising.
"They are very humble," said
Coach Terri Sheridan. "To reach
1,000 is quite a milestone and
„ given all the accolades they've
received, yet they are very teamoriented. I think they would be
the first to say they wouldn't have
reached 1,000 without their teammates."
Miller also played women's
4 4golf for WSU for her first three
years. She decided not to this year

P age 9

Continued from Page 7

"This meet was a great confidence booster for Kassy. Beam
was a tough event and looks like
she's coming back into her old
form."
Stotzheim said team depth was
a big factor in the point margin.
"Your first through third scores
will make the difference," she said.
"Everybody has the big guns, but
their team will really hurt if the
others don't come through."
A look at the Otahkian roster is
like a look at the United States.
Sixteen gymnasts are from 10 different states along with one from

and said the results to her basketball game have been obvious.
"It was a huge help," she said.
"I wasn't in good shape the first
month in past years. It was also
easier mentally as the stress level
was low."
Soland was quick to offer what
she would miss the least.
"The 6:30 a.m. workouts. Not
going to miss them at all," she
said.
She was also quick to say what
she'll remember.
"I'll never forget the trips to
Denver and Los Angeles. Just to
be with the team and experience
different cultures. I'll also miss
the road trips because I'll never
have the opportunity to do that
again," said Soland.

Canada.
"It's my first year here, so I was
inherited with this team," said
Stotzheim. "We're going to spend
our time recruiting all around the
U.S."
The meet was scheduled late in
the preseason as Stotzheim was a
late season hire.
"The schedule was only halffull when I took over and I was
struggling to find meets," she said.
"Rob was nice enough for us to
come up here. We wanted to get as
many people in as we could.
Minnesota judges are good and

very educated."
The Warriors aren't 100 percent, Murray said, but they are
getting there.
"The best thing about a tough
period is how the team responds,"
he said. "If everyone on the team
can do their part to make the team
better, we'll do it. I think we'll be
lot stronger team for that down
the road. If we had our whole
team, I think we would have given
them a run for their money."
Winona State is off until Jan.
27 when they travel to the U.S.
Air Force Academy.

The Winonan is looking for Sports writers.
If you are a Winona State University
student and are taking at least six credits
contact Sports Editor Mike Kaebisch at
507-457-5520 for further information.

in $5000!_

Support WSU Men and Women's Basketball by
purchasing your raffle ticket
at all home games, and win a chance to
participate in the halftime three-point shootout!
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WSU women
thing," said Stromme. "We usually have balanced scoring and over the last five games we have had at least
five different players in double figures."
The Warriors were led by Soland as she finished
with a game-high 17 points.
However, 16 of those points came in the first half.
In the first 20 minutes Soland hit on 6 of 7 s&A
attempts, but in the second half she only attempted
three shots and scored her only point from the free,throw line.
"(Jeanelle) is a very good player," said Stromme.
"She had 16 points in the first half and had a great performance. We just adjusted to her in the second half and
she didn't have the same amount of time (to shoot the
ball). If we were going to win she was the one we had
to shut down in the second half."
Reisner added 14 points and seven rebounds for
WSU, while Miller tossed in 10 points and nine
rebounds.

Continued from Page 8
Amanda Brown also had a nice evening for the
Warriors as she scored nine points and hauled down a
game-high 12 rebounds.
"We did a lot of good things," said Sheridan. "We
just didn't do a lot of good things long enough."
Freshman guard Diane Stratton also played well for
WSU as she was a perfect 3 of 3 from the field, including a pair of 3-pointers, to finish with eight points.
She also dished out five assists and grabbed two
rebounds.
The Bulldogs out-rebounded WSU 51-49, held a
lead in assists (21-15) and steals (11-3), while cornmitting less turnovers (15) than the Warriors (1).
"UM-D is a well coached, fundamental basketball
team," said Sheridan. "It was a real good ballgame, we
just came out on the short end."
WSU is back in action this weekend as they travel
to UM-Morris on Friday and to Northern State on
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We realize we don't have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let's just say that at VarsityBooks.com
we've made the most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you'll also receive them in just one to
three business days. All on a Web site that's completely reliable and secure. What more do you need to know?
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See next week's
issue of the
Winonan for a
full arts and
variety section
and the results of
the American
College Theater
Festival.

Practice what you teach
WSU Jazz Ensemble to
host swing, ballroom
dance Friday
Winona State's Jazz
Ensemble will host its second annual jazz festival
fund-raising event from
7:30 to 11:30 p.m. Friday at
the Hilltop Ballroom in
' Fountain City, Wis.
Nineteen WSU students
and four guest performers
— Jim Hoch, Bob Ogren,
Gary Umess and George
VonArx — will present "A
' Night of Swing and
Ballroom Dancing" under
the direction of assistant
music professor Rich
MacDonald.
The cost is $5 per per' son. All proceeds will benefit the ensemble's spring
tour to the Twin Cities
Winter Jazz Festival 2000
in Minneapolis.
I

Lund to read
from new poetry
collection
Amy Baumhardt
WINON AN

I

n coordination with the New
Rivers Press in Minneapolis, the
Winona State University
Foundation is sponsoring a poetry
reading by WSU English professor
Orval Lund at 7 p.m. Thursday in
Stark Hall. The reading will be part
of this year's Great River Reading
series and will promote Lund's first
full collection of poems, "Casting
Lines."
Lund, who has taught at WSU
since 1968, has previously published two chat books, which, by his
definition, are small collections of
poetry. "Casting Lines" is a collaboration of new poems and old
favorites from his chat books, "Take
Paradise" and "Ordinary Days."
"It's exciting to have a full col-

lection out," Lund said. "It is an
affirmation of the work I have done
over the years."
New Rivers Press published
Lund's collection after it was
announced a winner in the
Minnesota Voices Project Literary
Competition. Each year the publishing company offers the contest
to residents of Minnesota. Many
talented writers enter the competition, but only a few are selected for
publication.
Lund has always described himself to his students as a "teacher
who writes." However, as this
school year begins his phase-retirement plan, Lund said he may now
find the time to be a "writer who
teaches."
For many aspiring writers, finding the time to write is sometimes
the most difficult part of the
process. Lund is no exception.
"My intense periods of writing
are usually in mid-winter, summer
and during my sabbatical," he said.
"It is more difficult during the
school year, but teaching does assist
my writing because I do a lot of the

same exercises I have my students
do.
These exercises often include
activities like writing to music and
using the five senses to evoke
images.
Young writers sometimes have
difficulty sharing their work in pub-

"There is no
substitute for
writing regularly.
You have to want to
write rather than
want to get
published. There is
a difference."
Orval Lund
WSU English professor

Hand in hand, a
father and son
walk warily across
a frozen area of
Lake Winona as
the sun sets
itteildify n

New national contest
Lseeking original poems

i

Poems are now being
accepted for entry in
Sparrowgrass Poetry
Forum's free Poetic
Achievement Awards poetry contest.
Cash prizes totaling
$1,000 will be awarded.
Poets may enter only
one poem of 20 lines or
fewer on any subject in any
style. The deadline is Feb.
29.
Submissions should be
mailed to Sparrowgrass
Poetry Forum, Dept. L, 609
Main St., P.O. Box 193,
Sistersville, W.V. 26175.
Sparrowgrass Poetry
Forum has sponsored poetry contests for more than 12
years to encourage and
reward young, aspiring
poets.
Sparrowgrass has also
actively promoted the
careers of experienced
poets with its Poets of the
Year program.
Over the last year,
Sparrowgrass fully funded
the publication of complete
cooks of poetry by five different authors and sponsored two additional books.

Crew members needed
for new film project
Crew members are
needed for the Theatre du
Mississippi's new film project, "Eldon Miller's Ghost."
Directed by Maggy
Jacqmin, the film is about a
middle-age man whose
dreams for a perfect life
slipped away while he fighting in the Vietnam War.
Please call (608) 6873603 for more information.
The group's film "Greta's
Song" will show in March at
the Winona Art Center.

Arts and Variety briefs
are included when space
'permits. The Winonan
accepts all briefs submitted by Friday noon. If they
do not appear in Et cetera,
they will be printed in the
news section.
Editors reserve the right
to edit briefs for space and
content as they see fit.

lic settings. Lund agrees that showing one's "precious babies" to others can be frightening, but he
believes that as writers mature and
gain confidence, they will want
people to hear what they have to
say. For this reason, he encourages
his students to read their poetry in
front of their classmates.
"It's good practice," he said.
Overall, Lund's advice to the
next generation of poets is to practice writing and to read and learn
from other poets.
"There is no substitute for writing regularly. You have to want to
write rather than want to get published. There is a difference."
Lund's reading is free and open
to the public. A reception at the
WSU Alumni House will follow the
reading.
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Critic predicts Golden
Globe Award winners

E

ver since I can remember, I have watched
music, stage and screen award shows, and
Sunday's Golden Globe Awards will be no
exception.

My picks
Best TV Drama Series: "ER," "Once and

Again," "The Practice," "The Sopranos" and
"The West Wing." I immediately eliminated the
latter two. They are great programs but pale in
comparison to the other nominees. "ER" and
"The Practice" have been somewhat weak and
uneventful this season, so my winner is the new
"Once and Again."
Best Actress in a TV Drama Series: Lorraine
Bracco ("The Sopranos"), Amy Brenneman
("Judging Amy"), Edie Falco ("The Sopranos"),
Julianne Margules ("ER") and Sela Ward ("Once
and Again"). Easy: Margules. Even though the
"ER" storyline has been weak, Margules has put
on a strong emotional performance.
Best Actor in a TV Drama: Billy Campbell
("Once and Again"), James Gandolfine ("The
Sopranos"), Rob Lowe ("The West Wing"), and
Dylan McDermott ("The Practice") and Martin
Sheene ("The West Wing"). This was a tough
decision because newcomer Campbell and handsome veteran Lowe both put on outstanding performances in two great new shoWs. I chose
Campbell.
Best TV Comedy Series: "Ally McBeal,"
"Dharma and Greg," "Sex and the City," "Spin
City" and "Will and Grace." The first three can be
eliminated. Compared to last season they aren't
nearly as good. The latter two had cast changes
that brought a new charisma to the shows. My
prediction is "Spin City" because it has been

around
longer and
has a
familiar
cast.
Best Actress in TV Comedy Series: Jenna

Elfman ("Dharma and Greg"), Calista Flockhart
("Ally McBeal"), Felicity Hoffman ("Sports
Night") Heather Locklear ("Spin City"), Debra
Messing ("Will and Grace") and Sarah Jessica
Parker ("Sex and the City"). I'm pulling for
Hoffman. She is a phenomenal actress who portrays a funny, smart and sophisticated TV producer on "Sports Night." In second place is
Messing because "Will and Grace" had incredible
ratings this season.
Best Actor in a Comedy Series: Michael J.
Fox ("Spin City"), Thomas Gibson ("Dharma and
Greg"), Eric McCormack ("Will and Grace"),
Ray Romano ("Everybody Loves Raymond")
and George Segal ("Just Shoot Me"). Fox is a
shoe-in for this award. He is a brilliant actor and
far above his fellow nominees.
Best Comedy Motion Picture: " Analyze
This," "Being John Malkovich," "Man on the
Moon," "Notting Hill" and "Toy Story 2." "Being
John Malkovich" and "Toy Story 2" differ greatly from the other nominations, which isn't a bad
thing. While Jim Carey received great reviews for
"Man on the Moon," the movie did not. I went
with "Notting Hill," for the casting is superior,
and it has a really delightful storyline.
Best Actress in a Comedy Motion Picture:
Janet McTeer ("Tumbleweeds"), Julianne Moore
("Ideal Husband"), Julia Roberts ("Notting
Hill"), Sharon Stone ("The Muse") and Reese
Witherspoon ("Election"). Witherspoon's perfor-

mance in "Election" was not impressive; nor was
the movie. I have not seen "Tumbleweeds,"
"Ideal Husband" or "The Muse," so I don't think
it is fair to make a prediction. All the women have
gotten tremendous reviews. I'll cross my fingers
for Julia Roberts.
Best Actor in a Comedy Motion Picture: Jim
Carey ("Man on the Moon"), Robert De Niro
("Analyze This"), Rupert Everett ("Ideal
Husband"), Hugh Grant ("Notting Hill") and
Sean Penn ("Sweet and Lowdown"). Carey won
this category last year, and he his performance
received rave reviews. I haven't heard anything
about Everett or Penn's performances, which is
not a good sign. Both Grant and De Niro were
stunning in their films. I predict Grant.
Best Supporting Actor of a Comedy Motion
Picture: Michael Caine ("Cider House Rules"),
Tom Cruise ("Magnolia"), Michael Clark Duncan
("The Green Mile"), Jude Law ("The Talented
Mr. Ripley") and Haley Joel Osmet ("The Sixth
Sense"). Caine and Law can be eliminated; even
though their performances were well received,
they do not compare to the other nominees.
Cruise is far from a supporting role; that is an
insult to his career. Twelve- year- old Osmet
should win for his performance in "The Sixth
Sense." However, it will be a toss-up between
Osmet and Duncan:
Best Supporting Actress' in a Comedy
Motion Picture: Cameron Diaz ("Being John
Malkovich"), Angelina Jolie ("Girl Interrupted"),
Catherine Keener ("Being John Malkovich"),
Samantha Morton ("Sweet and Lowdown"),
Natalie Portman ("Anywhere but Here") and
Chloe Sevigny ("Boys Don't Cry"). I haven't
seen many of these films so it wouldn't be fair for
me to make a prediction.
The Golden Globe Awards will air at 7 p.m.
Sunday.

My Own Non-Virtual Space

Canavino hits the
online textbook sites

w

elcome back everyone. I
hope you had a good holiday and that your toaster
and car were fully Y2K compliant.
I have nothing to say to all those
panic-mongers except neener-neener!
Moving right along, we're back
in school, and that means it's time
to buy books! Yes, that wonderful
lightening feeling isn't leftover
champagne but from book prices.
While I'm sure the money goes to
the school like they say — like, as
if — I decided to try to save a few
bucks and shop online.
I've bought from VarsityBooks
before, so I chose them plus

eCampus because of their funny
ads. Yes, it is very scientific, now
be quiet.
First, I went to the bookstore
with my list of classes and wrote
down all the ISBNs of the books I
needed. Using the ISBN —
International Standard Book
Number — assures you get the right
book, as there may be several similar-looking titles. I then headed
over to VarsityBooks and eCampus
via my laptop.
As I said, I've shopped from
Varsity before and was pleased with
the results. The site offers not only
books, but several other features as
well. One I liked is called
CompanyQuicks, which provides
an overview of a variety of companies, although slanted toward technology firms. As for books, the
search is prominent among the clutter, allowing you to search by the
usual fields. Taking a cue from
Amazon.com, Varsity offers related
titles, although I'm not going to line
my shelves with calculus titles anytime soon.
The checkout is a little tedious,
as you must scroll down for each
section. After you place an order,
their Order Status is a bit vague, as
the order I placed a day ago —
using UPS Second Day — still says
"Order Processing." Since I've
bought from them before and
became a `member," I received a
$10 coupon by e-mail, which I used
on this order. Whenever you buy
something online, it always pays to
register as stores frequently have
special discounts, promos, etc.
As for eCampus, I was less
impressed with the Web site and its
slow frames and annoying intro. In
its defense, it does offer a better
search, allowing one to enter up to
10 ISBNs at a time, saving you
from retyping each one if you're
just browsing. eCampus also claims
to buy back books, offering me $28
for a new book they sell for $76;
not great, but more than
VarsityBooks offers. The checkout
is more condensed than Varsity.
After all my surfing, the best
deals are still used books. I was able
to get a few of my books from the
Winona State University
Bookstore, all less than online. As
for the others, the prices varied
greatly. One book cost $90 in the
bookstore, $76 at eCampus and $85
from Varsity. Another was $82, $96,
and $78 respectively. Shipping is '
free if you buy them from WSU;
eCampus has free Ground,
$3.95/one item, $5.95/more than
one item on UPS Second Day; and
VarsityBooks charges $5 flat rate
for Second Day.
Michael Canavino is the technology columnist for the Winonan
and can be reached via e-mail at
Chumtoad35@yahoo.com.
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Lying approximately 40 miles
southeast of Winona, nestled
among the Root River and
miles of farmland, lies the
small, quaint town of Houston,
Minn. Boasting a population of
nearly 750 people, Houston is
full of life.
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